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١- nora’s got a medical a dice to take helmar…………….. 

a- frozen climate 

b- hot climate 

c- cold climate 

worm climate -d 

 

٢- At the beginning of A Doll's House Nora is…………….  

a-A passive and subservient woman 

b- A strong and unfair woman 

c-An intelligent and educated woman 

d-A pretty and cute woman 

 

٣- Nora's refusal to tell Helmer about the loan is because she doesn't want to ...... 
a- Hurt his feeling  
b-Keep the money  
c-be caught by the police  
d- show hem the money 
 
٤- when learning about her forgery ,Nora expects Helmer to ..... 
a- Take the blame himself 
b- Take the children away from her 
c- Leave her for another woman 
d- Kill her 
 
٥ . As start B .Show start to write ................. 
a.novel 
b.drama 
c.potry 
d.song 
 
 
٦..........were added to Show play to make his idea more understanble 
a. More characters 
b.diffrent themes 
c. Tape of content 
d. Prefaces 
 
٧.being ...........helped greatly in the success of Oscar wild as writer . 
a.mischievous 
b.handsome 
c.a social entertertner 
d.a romantic writer 
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٨. A doll house it modren because it doesn't follow the old style of ............... 
a.writing essay 
b.writing poem 
c.writing comedies 
d. Writing tragedies 
 
٩……………. always get sustaining in Galsworthy plays. 
A_Poets and novelists 
B-the poor and unprivileged classes 
c_the rich andunprivileged classes 
d_the critics and writers 
 
١٠. B.show decided to leave ireland when he was at the age of ...... 
A.fifty  
b.thirty  
c.forty 
d.twenty 
 
١١.Nora severely warned by to make .............of her crime . 
A. A Celebration 
B. A party 
C. A Puplic disclosure 
D.A festivity 
 
١٢.A Doll's House is tragedy written in ............ 
a.prose 
B.Arabic 
C.French 
D.Verse 
 
١٣. The end of A Doll House Witnessed Nora's ..........of her rule as a Hilmer wife 
A. Acceptance 
B .consent to 
C.a cknowledgment 
D. Rejection 
 
١٤- At the end of doll House the audience hear……………. 
a.Adog barking 
b.A gunshot 
c.A door slamming 
d.Atrain whistle 
 
١٥. When Krogostad comes for the third time ,he want Helmer to ......... 
A. To have lunch with him 
B.give him money 
C.promote him to a higher post 
D.Divorse Nora 
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١٦ ١٩.. In the last decade of the th century drama……………….. 
A. Was dead 
B. Do not exit 
C. Flourished 
D. Deteriorated 
 
١٧. .............In the action prominent feature in the new drama of ideas 
A.violence  
B.kindness  
C.slowness  
D.rapidity 
 
١٨- Nora was completely wrong to believe that .............................................. 
A- helmer would lkill krogsad 
b- helmer wouldg give her more mony 
c- helmer would travel to another city 
d- helmer would take upon hoim self the contire 
 
١٩- Torvald learn about Nora’s forgery when…………… 
a. Dr. Rank tells her 
b. Nora tells him 
c. Krogsted’s letter informs him 
d. Mrs. Linde tells her 
 
٢٠ – nora tries hard to convince helmer to let krogstad………….. 
a. Marry her friend 
b. Visits them weekiy 
c. Bring them food 
d. Keep his job at the bank 
 
٢١- The advantage that helmer will get out of his new job is that…………….  
a. He will earn more mony 
b. He will be able to take more vacations 
c. He will work shorter hours 
d. He will be able to spend more time at home 
 
٢٢- to nora’s family, doctor rank is ……………… of helmer and nora. 
a- close friend 
b- a rival 
c- a relative 
d- an enemy 
 
٢٣ -both the novel and drama must have ……….... According to galsworthy 
a- artificial technique 
b- naturalistic technique 
c- artistic technique 
d- unnatural technique 
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٢٤- helmer believes that Noras offense has led him to……………..  
a- be the manager 
b- earm lots of money 
c- lose his whole future 
d- have great success 
 
٣١.Nora.s resolution to ............... add a tragic atmosphere to A Doll.s House . 
a- Leave her children only. 
b- To kill her husband. 
c- Leave her husband only. 
d- Leave both her husband and children 
 
٣٢………….. was Barrie’s most prominent drama. 
a_ the lazy boy 
b_the naguty boy 
c_the bot jack 

d_the boy david 
 
٣٣- To Nora, Helmer,s attitude to Krogstad's letter is ................. 
a- A great reward 
b- An expected reaction 
c- A kind of boron 
d- A shocking revelation 
 
٣٤- Ibsen's understanding of human character leads to his .......... 
a- failure 
b- imperfection 
c- weakness 
d- greatness as dramatist 
 
٣٥. Ibsen think that must focus mainly on ......................... 
A. King &queen 
b.the elite 
c. Princes & princess 
d . ordinary men and women 
 
٣٦- At the beginning of the play, Helmer claimed that Nora was ................ 
a- forgetting to do the laundry 
b- forgetting to cook 
c- spending too much money 
d- lasing her purse 
 
٣٧-shaw got the title of being the father of………….. 
a- Comedy of Comedy  
b- Tragic Comedy 
c- Comedy of Ideas 
d- comedy of Manners 
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٣٨- show criticized …………… in Widowers House. 
a- His family 
b-His self 
c- society 
d-His friend 
 
٣٩- Mrs. Linde deserted ....................a richer man 
a- Torvald 
b- Krogsted 
c- Her nanny’s father 
d- Dr. Rank 
 
 
٤٠ - At the end of the plays, Nora likens herself to ........................ 
a-slave 
b-Doll 
c-squirrel 
d- prisoner 
 
٤١- krogstad represents of helmer …………………………… 
a- kind hearted person 
b-man of morals 
c- a morally depraved 
a charitable perso 
 
٤٢- Oscar wilde was the greatest practitioner of the .......................... 
a- comedy of manners  
b-Tragedy of manners  
c-comedy of the romantics 
d-comedy of comedy 
 
٤٣- Helmer's character can be described as ...................... 
a- selfless 
b- self sacrifice 
c- self- denial 
d- self- centered 
 
٤٤- to get better, the doctors advised Helmer to travel ............. 
a- Norway 
b-Germany 
c- Sweden 
d-Italy 
 
٤٥- The main concern of the new dramatist was to deal with the problems of .......... 
a-Romantic love 
b-parental authority 
c-Labor and of youth 
d- capitalism 
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٤٦ - Mrs. Linde work many years to support ........... 
a- Her children 
b- Her husband 
c- Her mad uncle. 
d- dying mother 
 
٤٧ - ..................was the essential aim of shaw's writing to his plays 
a- Elucidation 
b-propaganda 
c-condemnation 
d-criticism 
 
٤٨- In A Doll's House the major clash occurs clash when ................ 
a- Nora struggles with Krogstad 
b- Nora struggles with Helmer 
c- Nora struggles with Dr.Rank 
d- Nora struggles with Linda 
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